
[Day 3] Champs at Word Problems Challenge 

Scavenger Hunt - What’s the important info? 
 

As you are taking steps to find the solution to your word problems, be 
sure to identify the important information listed below: 
 

1.  Numbers:  What do these numbers represent in this problem?  The units 
(grams, seconds, gallons) and other context clues will help you identify the 
definition 

2. Unknowns (variables):  What are you trying to find?  What number is 
missing that will be the solution to the question? 

3. Operations:  Identify verbal terms that can translate to Algebraic terms 
that represent different operations.  Refer to your Pre-Algebraic 
Translation Guide for help. 

4. Separate Parts:  Does the word problem require you to perform more 
than one task before you are able to fully answer the question?  Write a 
quick summary (a few words) of each task listing them in order so that you 
don’t forget a step. 
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1. Gas prices dropped and Andre is so happy with the new amount of 
money he needs to fill up his 13 gallon gas tank. If he used to spend $33 to 
fill his tank from empty and he's now spending $27 to fill up his tank from 
empty, how much did gas cost per gallon before and now? How much did it 
decrease per gallon by? 

 

 
 

 
2.  On the last day of summer camp, Anida wants to treat her cabin to 
popsicles. There are 15 girls in her cabin. At the camp store, Anida can buy 
a pack of 5 popsicles for $3.50. What will it cost her to buy popsicles for her 
entire cabin? 
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3. Carla lives 3 city blocks north of the public library. Each city block in her 
town is 1 km.  The market is 3 blocks west of the library.  If Carla leaves 
her house and walks to the library and then to the market, before returning 
home, what is the total distance she will have walked? 

 

 
 

 
4.  Sam is building a new dog house for his dogs. The old dog house has a 
base that measures 2 ft. by 3 ft. The plans for the new dog house has a 
base that measures 4 ft. by 6 ft. How much larger is the area of the new 
dog house than the old dog house? 
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5.  The basketball team sold tickets to their poetry night to earn money to 
go to the finals in another city that was 200 miles away. They sold four 
adult tickets for each child’s ticket. If they sold 155 tickets, how many adults 
bought tickets? 

 

 
 

 
 
6.  The length of a rectangle is twice the width. If the perimeter of the 
rectangle is 28 inches, what is the length of the rectangle? 
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